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se:desk home certified by TÜV Rheinland as a desk for the home office 
 

Officially tested and found to be safe – the se:desk home work table has received the TÜV Rhineland/LGA 

certification “Sit-stand desk for living areas” as the first electric motor height-adjustable table. 

 

se:desk home convinces with several attributes: its high-quality technology and intuitive height adjustment 

promote the important change of posture in the workplace. This makes it easy to work while sitting or 

standing. Thanks to its compact dimensions and homely character, se:desk home fits perfectly into the home 

office. An ergonomic workstation is particularly important for VDU work; for this purpose, the desk can be 

combined well with a high-quality swivel chair or standing stool. 

 

What is special about the certification? 

 
A completely new set of tests were developed for furniture in the living area, as desks have previously been 

tested and certified primarily for offices. In addition to the usual safety-relevant aspects, the new test also 

focused on special safety for children. The desk, with its electric height adjustment, has met with stricter 

requirements and is now certified for home office use. The movement of the table is secured via a special key 

combination on the hand switch. This gives the user the option of deciding whether and when the table 

should be “locked”. 

 

Working and living in harmony  
 

The electric motorised height-adjustable se:desk home sitting and standing desk is an ideal example of how 

ergonomics and comfort can be combined. It conveniently grows with its tasks, supports changes in posture 

during the working day and blends harmoniously into one's own home. With a work surface of 70 x 120 cm, it 

also fits into small rooms or niches and still offers enough space for larger technical equipment. The desk is 

complemented by an integrated shelf that provides users with an additional, second level, while the rounded 

desktop and the privacy screen made of PET felt enhance the homely character. 

 

If you would like to find out more about the topic, we recommend the article "se:desk home – Sedus desk 

certified for the living area" on our Sedus blog What`s up: se:desk home – Sedus desk certified for the living 

area - sedus - What's up 
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